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Abstract 
Seven new copper(ll) complexes were prepared from the condensation reaction of 4-tert-butyl-2,6-
diformylphenol with two equivalents of bis(pyrazolyl)ethanamine or 3,5-dimethyl-bis(pyrazolyl)ethan­
amine moieties in the presence of two equivalents of various copper(II) starting materials having different 
counter ions (i.e. acetate - Ace-, perchlorate - CIQ4 -, tetrafluoroborate - Bf 4-, nitrate - N03 -, and chloride 
- Ci-). The resulting copper(II) complexes were characterized in solid state by single crystal X-ray 
crystallography, and in solution by UV-Vis and ESI/MS spectroscopies. 
X-ray crystallographic studies showed that in solid state two types of complexes are obtained. In one 
case, a tetranuclear complex was obtained: {Bu1-C6H2(0)[CH=N-CH2-CH(pz)2]2}2Cu4(J..14-0)(0Ac)4 
(L2Cu4(J..14-0)(0Ac)4, pz = pyrazolyl ring). All other complexes were found to be dinuclear, with a general 
formula ofLCu2(0R)(X)2, where R =H and CH3, and X = CI04-, Bf4-, c1-, and AcO-). In all complexes, 
the coordination geometry around the copper ions was found to be a distorted square pyramid. The bond 
lengths and angles lie in the normal range found in these types of bonds, and the copper-copper distances 
vary from 2.962 A to 3.086 A. 
UV-Vis and ESl/MS studies demonstrated that in solution aJI complexes are dinuclear, including the 
tetranuclear complex (L2Cu4(J..14-0)(0Ac)4), which transforms into a dinuclear complex of the formula 
LCu2(0H)(OAc )2. 
The L2CU4(J..14-0)(0Ac)4 complex has the ability to mimic two different processes: catecholase activity 
(oxidizing catechols to their respective quinones) and phenoxazinone synthase activity (oxidizing o­
aminophenol to phenoxazinone). The catalytic mechanism for the first process was investigated, and it was 
found that the oxidation reaction occurs simultaneously via two different pathways, one involving 
molecular oxygen and the other hydrogen peroxide as oxidants. The LCu2(0H)(CIQ4)2, LCu2(0H)(Bf4)2 
and LCu2(0H)(N03)2 complexes are also catalytically active, but the nature of the product of the catechol 
- to - quinone oxidation reaction remains unknown at this time. 
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I. Introduction 
1.1. Enzymes and their functions 
A variety of chemical reactions has been carried out in living cells by catalysts known as enzymes. ln 
living organisms, enzymes are involved in almost every biochemical reaction. All enzymes, with the 
exception of a few catalytic RN As, are proteins made of various amino acids chains. 1 The three-dimensional 
structure of polypeptide chains of protein molecules creates a region or site, where the catalytic reaction 
takes place, known as the active site of the enzyme. Most often, an enzyme can only catalyze one specific 
reaction at its active site. The molecule which is bound to the active site is called substrate. The active site 
of the enzyme is very specific due to the precise interaction of enzyme with its substrate.2 
A thermodynamically favorable reaction may not happen at a considerable rate. One important feature 
of an enzyme is to accelerate the rate of the reaction, not to affect the reaction equilibria, by lowering the 
activation energy without being used itself up in the process. The enzymatic activity can be influenced by 
one or more metals, such as Cu, Fe, Zn, Co, Ni etc. called a cofactor, and organic or organometallic 
molecules known as a coenzymes. They usually associate with the enzyme at or near the active site and 
they greatly improve the catalytic properties of the enzyme. 1 
An example of such an enzyme is galactose oxidase (GO). This enzyme is responsible for oxidizing the 
primary alcohols to their corresponding aldehydes and the simultaneous reduction of molecular oxygen to 
hydrogen peroxide.3 This process classifies the enzyme as an oxidoreductase. It was first isolated in 1 959.4 
The active site of GO contains a mononuclear copper( II) center coordinated by two tyrosines, two histidines 
and a water molecule, forming thus a square pyramidal geometry around the copper atom.5 The active site6 
of this enzyme is shown in Figure I. I. 
During the oxidation process (see Scheme l. ! .), one molecule of alcohol first replaces the water molecule 
in structure A, leading to the formation of metal-phenoxyl radical complex B. This complex abstracts a 
proton from the substrate by the axiaJ tyrosinate radical, followed by the reduction of Cu(Il) to Cu(I) (C). 
Following the elimination of an aldehyde molecule and coordination of dioxygen, a hydroperoxo copper(ll) 
complex (0) forms; this complex, in combination with the water molecule, closes the cycle, after the 
elimination of a hydrogen peroxide molecule. s 
Domain II Domain I 
Tyr272 �200 
Figure 1.1 .  The galactose oxidase enzyme (top) and its active site (bottom). Figure from reference 6. 
Ll.1 . Activation of Dioxygeo 
Oxidation reactions of organic substances play an important role in the production of agrochemicals, 
organic solvents, phannaceuticals, industrial raw materials and other chemicals. 7-3 Traditional oxidation 
methods of organic substrates involving the use of stoichiometric quantities of inorganic oxidants render 
toxic and hazardous pollutants, which are ecologically unfriendly and even harmful to the environment. 
Oxidation reactions using molecular oxygen as an oxidant are desirable because it is easily available from 
air, environmentally benign and cheap.9 
2 
However, the reactions of organic molecules with molecular oxygen at ambient conditions are difficult, 
due to the kinetically inert nature of the oxygen molecule.9 But, nature paves the way for overcoming the 
kinetic barrier of dioxygen activation by using transition metals incorporated in proteins, so called 
metalloenzymes.10-12 Examples of such metalloenzymes are Galactose oxidase, Methane monooxygenase, 
Catechol oxidase, and Cytochrome c oxidase. These proteins activate molecular oxygen by hinding it to 
their active site. 
� � �0 -0 12•0 � NHis""··cu"' 
N _; O'H s, His , 
A 
H 
� 
�OH�-On 
+ ,.o � 
NHis'"'"Cu ; ·. s, NH is olR 
C H 
H atom transfer 
Scheme 1.1 . The catalytic cycle of alcohols oxidation by galactose oxidase. Redrawn from reference 5. 
1 .2 .  Copper Enzymes 
In the last few decades, enzymes containing one or more copper atoms at their active sites have received 
much attention due to their vital role in biological functions such as electron transfer, dioxygen transport 
and activation, oxidation of organic molecules and catalysis.13-15 Some examples of copper enzymes and 
their functions5•16-18 in living organisms are listed in Table I. I .  
3 
Copper enzymes are common ly found in plants, insects and mammals.5 Based on their spectroscopic 
features, active sites of copper proteins were initially divided into three categories: type-I ,  type-2, and type-
3 .  However, as new copper proteins were discovered, these proteins were further classified into seven 
categories, pictured in Chart 1.1.14 
Table 1 .1 .  Selected copper-containing proteins and their functions. 
Copper Enzymes/Proteins Biological Functions 
Hemocyanin 02 transport 
Plastocyanin e· transfer 
Catechol oxidase Oxidation of o -catechol to o-quinone 
Galactose oxidase Oxidation of primary alcohols to aldehydes 
Nitrite reductase Reduction of n itrite to nitric oxide 
Cytochrome c oxidase 
Nitrous oxide reductase 
HN
U 
(His) \-1-;Hls) 
� C / ..,.s-(Cys) 
(Tyr) 
(His) r-( 
(i H�-p-\�N� u\ 
HN-# ,S-CH3 
(Met) 
(•) 
HNV"N, I ,0 \ J (Tyr} (' ,..cu ,.L 
r-�H \ 
(His) (Cys) (b) 
(Cys) °'- (Glu) (His) 
Reduction of 02 to H20 
Reduction ofN20 to Ni 
(His} tNH (His) 
(His)� 1 j r\NH \ ,,N� ,Q..._ ,.N...,, HN-ff ....-u"6,..'-U• � . \(N
� 
) l )--!His) 
/-NH (); NH (His) H� 
(c) (His) 
HN� _,...(His) (His)-" I nr \ ,,N, ;6._, r 
HN-ff pu,.s'Cu, � _ 
S \ l· )-(His) ./ ('Met�Cys) NH 
emeh)N 
\ ,.N(heme) 
N-F•� HN..._; j N(heme) 
(emeh)N 
!..,.NT (His) 
\ � Cu .. N 
' (Hls)Y,� L 
(•) 
l � NH 
(f) � 
His His, f....-Hls 
.. i;:u His ••..•.•. : '-
\ .. •. ·· \ 'OH HO-Cu·-······ \ / His/ 0Hi;7u, 
His Hls-c{, 
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Chart 1.1. Active sites of copper proteins: (a) type-I ;  (b) type-2; (c) type-3; (d) type-4 or multicopper 
site; (e) CuA; (f) Cua; (g) Cuz. Redrawn from reference 14. 
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1.3. The Catechol Oxidase Enzyme 
Catechol oxidase (CO), also known as o-diphenol oxidase, is a type-3 copper enzyme that catalyzes the 
oxidation of variety of o-diphenols (catechols) to their corresponding quinones by molecular oxygen via a 
process known as catecholase activity19 (see Scheme l.2.). The resulting highly reactive quinones are further 
transformed through an auto-polymerization reaction into a brown polyphenolic pigment i.e. melanin. This 
process is evident in cut fruits and vegetables, and is thought to be used to protect the damaged tissue from 
pathogens and insects.20 
Catechol oxidase was first discovered in 193 7, and afterward isolated from various kinds of fruits and 
vegetables (e.g. potatoes, apples, spinach, grape berries)21, as well as from gypsy wort19 and litchi.22 The 
molecular weight of catechol oxidase is somewhat contingent on the source from where it was extracted. 
Due to the variations of C-terminal site in protein residue, even from a single source, two ranges of 
molecular weight were mostly found: 38-45 kDa and 55-60 kDa. The smaller molecular weight of30 kDa 
is also discovered in similar enzymes, which is probably the derivatives of catechol oxidase.13 
(XOH 
2 
OH Catechol Oxidase 
Scheme 1.2. Catecholase activity. 
1 .3.1. Catalytic Mechanism of Catecbol Oxidase 
2 �0 
�o 
In 1 998, the crystal structure of CO enzyme was first determined by Krebs and co-workers.23 It was 
isolated from sweet potato (lpomoea batatas) in two different oxidation states: the native met state(Cu(ll), 
Cu(II)) and the reduced deoxy state (Cu(I), Cu(T)). Despite the tremendous efforts and lots of studies on this 
enzyme, the detailed mechanistic study is still speculative even for the very first step. 15•23 Based on 
structural, spectrochemical and biochemical data, two mechanisms are mostly accepted: an asymmetric 
coordination of the substrate catechol to one copper center proposed by Krebs23, and bidentate bridging of 
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the catechol to both copper centers suggested by Solomon15. Scheme I.3. summarizes the proposed catalytic 
cycle of catechol oxidase, as was proposed by Krebs and co-workers.23 The Solomon cycle differs only by 
the bonding mode of the catechol. 
H20+Q 
0 0 CXOH OH 
O,+ Q 
HO OH 
Q 
0 0 I deoxy I 
Scheme 1.3. Proposed catalytic cycle of catechol oxidase. Redrawn from reference 23. 
The catalytic process begins from the met state which is also known as the resting state of the catechol 
oxidase enzyme. ln the met state, each copper center is coordinated to three histidine residues, and bridged 
by a hydroxide group. The distance between the copper atoms is 2.9 A. The coordination geometry around 
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each copper center can be described as trigonal pyramidal. One molecule of catechol binds to one copper 
atom leading to the formation of one molecule of quinone and the reduced deoxy (Cu(I)) state. 
In the deoxy state, the Cu-Cu distance increases from 2.9 A to 4.4 A, which is a considerably longer 
distance than one found in the met state. One copper center is coordinated by three nitrogen atoms from the 
histidine residues and one water molecule shows a distorted trigonaJ pyramidal geometry, whereas the other 
copper atom coordinated by only three histidine can be best described as having a square planar geometry. 
In the next step, the oxidation of Cu(l) ions to Cu(l I) takes place upon binding of one molecule of oxygen 
and a second molecule of catechol. This generates the oxy state, with a molecule of water as the by-product. 
Then, the enzyme oxidizes the second molecule of catechol, followed by the cleavage of the 0-0 bond with 
the formation of one equivalent of quinone and water, and returns to the native met state, thus completing 
the catalytic cycle. 
1.4. Synthetic analogues mimicking active site of Catechol Oxidase 
The study of synthetic transition metal complexes as structural and functional models for catechol 
oxidase is of interest to understand the biological systems and to design effective catalysts for the selective 
oxidation reaction. To date, several research groups have prepared different ligand systems to synthesize 
dinuclear as well as mononuclear complexes with Cu, Zn, Mn, Co, Ni transition metals.24-34 Because of 
being the native metal for the CO, many research articles have been published on copper-based 
complexes.31-34 By far, dinuclear copper(II) complexes show the best catalytic activities. The ligands used 
for making dinuclear copper complexes can be divided into two classes: phenol-based dinucleating ligands 
and ligands without a phenol core. 
1.4.1. Phenol-based Dinucleating Ligands 
Various research groups have synthesized a large number of Copper(II) complexes using phenol-based 
dicompartmental ligands, which have a central phenoxo moiety to which various donor side-arms were 
attached via imine or amine groups at the 2 and 6 positions of the benzene ring.31• 34-35• 36-4° These 
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dinucleating ligands help to hold the two copper centers in close proximity even after the reduction of Cu(Il) 
to Cu(I) and provide a coordination environment which allows the copper atoms to be easily accessible for 
substrate binding. Some examples are pictured in Chart 1.2. Their names are the ones used by the authors 
in the original scientif ic papers; for more details, the reader is directed to the published art icles. 
c: . ~ 
ref. 38 
(� 
ref. 37 
n+ 
R = Et; n = 2; x = 1; '-..../ :: OH" 
R:: Et; n = 2; x = 1; '-..../ = N03' 
R = Cl; n = 2; x = 1; '-..../ .. OH" 
R :: Bu'; n :: 2; x = 1; '-..../ :: OH' ,(":\ 
vu 
ref. 39 
n+ 
R :: Br; n = 2; x :: 1; '-..../ = OH' 
R:: Br; n = 2; x = 1; '-..../ :: CH3o· 
R = OMe; n = 2; x = 1; '-..../ =OH" 
R = CF3; n = 3; x = O; '-..../ =. 
Chart 1.2. Copper(II) model complexes used to study catechol oxidase activity; for clarity, additional 
ions bonded to only one Cu2+ ion (not acting as a bridge) are not shown. 
Representative examples of complexes based on imine-based ligands are pictured in Figures 1.2-1.4. The 
complex depicted in Fig. l.2 has two metal centers, which are doubly bridged by an endogenous phenoxo 
oxygen atom and an exogeneous oxygen atom of a bridging hydroxo ion. One copper ion is hexacoordinated 
by two nitrogen atoms (from pyridine and imine group), and two perchlorate oxygen atoms. In contrast, 
second copper is pentacoordinated where fifth position is occupied by a water molecule. The Cu ... Cu 
distance is 3.052 A, with a Cu-0-Cu angle of 100.81°. This complex shows catalyt ic activity because of the 
easiness of displacement of the labile exogeneous ligands by the substrate. 
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Figure 1.2. The structure of [{Cu2L(µ-OH)(H20)}(CIQ4)2]. Redrawn from reference 38. 
In the structure pictured in Fig. 1.3, each copper atom is bridged by the phenoxo and hydroxo oxygen 
atoms. The remaining coordination sites are filled by the two nitrogen atoms (from the imine groups and 
the pyrrolidine ring), one oxygen from nitrate group, and one water molecule. The metal centers are 
separated by 2.945 A. 
Cl 
Figure 1.3. The structure of [Cu2L(µ-OH)(H20)2(N03)t. Redrawn from reference 37. 
The complex depicted in Fig. 1.4 has a phenol bridge between two copper centers as well as a hydroxo 
bridge. Both copper atoms are found in a square pyramidal geometry. Each copper is coordinated by two 
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nitrogen atoms: one from the imine group and one from the pyrrolidine ring. The remaining coordination 
sites are completed by a monodentate nitrate group and a water molecule. The two copper atoms are 2.934 
A apart. 
Figure 1.4. The structure of [Cu2L(µ-OH)(H20)(N03)r. Redrawn from reference 37. 
In addition, diphenoxo bridged dinuclear copper complexes based on Robson type macrocyclic ligands 
with various alkyl groups between the imine nitrogens have been reported by Das and co-workers41 (see 
Figure 1.5.). All complexes show increased biomimetic activity despite of having the rigid binding 
framework of the ligand to the copper(IJ) ions. 
To get a better insight into the parameters that determine the reactivity in natural enzymes, ligands with 
amine donor groups attached to different chelating side arms, or with electron donating and/or withdrawing 
groups at the para position of the central phenol scaffold have been reported by Belle et al.39 and Krebs and 
co-workers40• Some examples are presented below and in Figures I.6-1.9. 
The complex depicted in Fig. 1.6 has a phenol bridge between two copper centers as well as hydroxo 
exogenous bridge. The piperazine groups were found in a boat conformation and lie on the same side of the 
phenol core, which is important for the coordination of both nitrogen atoms to the metal ions. This 
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coordination possesses steric hindrance for the binding of the substrate. The geometry around copper atoms 
is best described as distorted square-pyramidal, and the two metal centers are 2.945 A apart. 
Figure 1.5. The structure of diphenoxo bridged copper complexes. Redrawn from reference 4 1 .  
Br 
Figure 1.6. The structure of [Cu2(L2)(,u-OH)(OCH3)(NCCH3)]2•. Redrawn from reference 40. 
In the structure depicted in Fig. 1.7, each copper atom is bound to only one nitrogen atom from the 
piperazine group, instead of two, as in the above structure shown in Fig. 1.6. The piperazine group is present 
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in the thermodynamically stable chair conformation. The remaining coordination sites are filled by solvent 
molecules. This coordination mode reduces the steric strain that is observed in the previous structure shown 
in Fig. 1.6. Two copper centers are separated by 3.002 A. This complex has greater turnover number than 
the previous one. 
Figure 1.7. The structure of [Cu2(L5)(µ-0CH3)(NCCH3)3(H20)]2+. Redrawn from reference 40. 
The example pictured in Fig. 1.8 has a dicopper core where each copper is  coordinated by two pyridine 
nitrogen atoms, one nitrogen from the tertiary amine and one oxygen from water molecule. The geometry 
around the copper centers is distorted square pyramidal with the bridging phenoxo oxygen atom in the 
apical position. The Cu··· Cu distance is 4.222 A, with a Cu-0-Cu angle of 142.6°. 
Each copper atom in Fig. 1.9 is doubly bridged by a phenoxide and a hydroxide oxygen atom. The 
trigonal bipyramid coordination environment around the copper centers is achieved by the coordination of 
two nitrogen atoms from pyridine moities and one from the tertiary amine. The two copper atoms are 2.980 
A apart. 
12 
F 
Figure 1.8. The structure of [Cu2(LCf3)(H20)2)3+. Redrawn from reference 39. 
Figure 1.9. The structure of [Cu2(LOCH3)(0H)]2+. Redrawn from reference 39. 
1.4.2. Dinucleati ng Ligands Without a Phenol Core 
To investigate in detail the mechanism of catechol oxidase activity, some research groups reported 
ligands with nitrogen donors which allow stability and flexibility to the coordination mode around the 
copper centers. Some representative examples are shown in Figures I. I O-I. 12.  
The complex pictured in Fig. 1 . 10 has two five-coordinated copper centers. One is  bonded to five 
nitrogen donor atoms originating from the ligand, whereas the other copper atom is coordinated by three N 
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donors of the ligand, and the remaining sites are filled by two water molecules. The distance between two 
copper ions is 8.019 A. 
Figure 1.10. The structure of (Cu2(LBS)(H20)2)4+. Redrawn from reference 42. 
In the structure pictured in Fig. l.11, the two copper ions are symmetrically arranged. Each copper ion 
is found in a distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry, made up by the coordination of two pyridine nitrogen 
atoms, one amine nitrogen and two oxygen atoms from water molecules. The two copper atoms are 
separated by 7 .840 A. 
Figure 1.11. The structure of [Cu2(L1)(H20)4]2+. Redrawn from reference 43. 
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The example depicted in Fig. 1 . 12  has the dicopper core surrounded by a macrocyclic ligand. Each 
copper atom is coordinated to three nitrogen atoms from this macrocyclic ligand (two from the pyrazole 
groups, and one from the tertiary amine); in addition, a carbonate ion acts as a bridge between the two 
copper ions. The coordination environment around each copper ion is best described as distorted square 
pyramidal. The copper atoms are 4.543 A apart. 
Figure 1.12. The structure of [Cu2([22]pr4pz)(C03)2(H20)]. Redrawn from reference 44. 
All the above examples establish a structure-function relationship, based on internal factors: copper -
copper distances, coordination environment around the copper centers, and ligand structure and flexibility. 
External factors, like the nature of the model substrate and the pH of the solvents, were also considered in 
the analyses of this process. However, given the different ligand systems used in these studies, it is a 
difficult task to establish a general structure-activity correlation and compare the catalytic properties of the 
synthetic mimics. As it can be seen in Table 1.2., the kinetic data varies widely, exactly because of the 
different structures of these complexes. 
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Table 1.2. Kinetic data for the examples discussed above. 
Complex Formula Vmu (M · s·1) KM (M) kcat (h"1) Reference 
[ {Cu2 L(µ-OH)(H20)}(CJ04)2] 1 .628 x 10"6 6.86 x 10-4 39.0 38 
[Cu2L(µ-OH)(H20)2(N03)r - - 26.9 37 
[Cu2L(µ-OH)(H20)(N03)r - - 5 1 .8 37  
>--
[Cu2(L 2)(µ-0H)(OCH3)(NCCH3)]2+ - 4.9 x 10-3 95 40 
[Cu2(L5)(µ-0CH3)(NCCH3)3(H20)]2+ - 9.8 x I 0-4 189 40 
[Ct12(LCF°3)(H20)2]3+ - - - 39 
[Cu2(LOCH3)(0H)]2+ 2.2 x 10"6 0.25 x 10·3 32 39 
[Cu2(LB5)(H20)2]4+ - o.52 x 10·3 0.31 42 
[Cu2(L 1 )(H20)4]2+ - - - 43 
[Cu2([22]pr4pz)(C03)2(H20)] 2.47 x I 0-6 J .76 x 10-4 440 44 
1.5. Our Approach 
To correlate the structure and properties of these synthetic analogues with their catechol oxidase 
activities, there are several factors that must be taken into consideration. It is difficult to draw a conclusion 
when comparing these model complexes; not only copper-copper distance is a dominating factor, it may be 
the flexibility of the ligand, bridging ions etc. which may play a vital role in overall activity of the reported 
complexes. 
To overcome these issues, we designed a series of ligands that can be finely tuned in their structure (see 
Scheme 1.4.). The parent ligand (A) consists of two bis(pyrazolyl)methane groups attached to a phenol core 
via an amide linkage, with the C=O region attached to the main "body" of the ligand. The reaction of this 
ligand with metallic salts (specifically Cu(ll) centers), followed by the addition of exogenous anionic 
bridges, will produce neutral complexes. Several regions can be chosen for potential modifications within 
these complexes. 
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'-../.OH • CHlO • R..COO • x . "l ; Counlef..fon • OH�. CHlo�. R.coo·, ctO.-. 81' • •  NOl·· x . 
Scheme I.4. Proposed ligand design. 
In region I, it is possible to change the electronic properties of the ligands by grafting electron donating 
or withdrawing groups on the central arene ring. In region II, a large variety of exogenous bridges can be 
selectively placed within these complexes, either by choosing a suitable starting material or by exchanging 
one bridge with another. This would allow us to study their influence on catalytic activity and look at after 
a relationship between structure and functionality. The steric demand around the active site of these 
complexes (region III) can be modified by attaching substituents of various sizes, such as methyl or t-butyl 
groups on pyrazoles. ln  region IV, the amide nitrogen donor set can be replaced by the imine and amine 
donor set (structures B and C, respectively), while preserving all the above regions as mentioned. This 
would allow another comparison between the resulting metal complexes - that is how different donor 
groups (amido, imino, or amino) as well as counter ions would influence their catalytic properties. We 
describe here the synthesis and characterization of the imine-based ligands, their corresponding copper(ll) 
complexes, as well as our findings related to their catechol oxidase and phenoxazinone synthase activity. 
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II. Experimental 
11.1. General Considerations 
Unless otherwise noted, all operations were performed in ambient atmosphere. Experiments requiring 
oxygen and moisture free conditions were carried out under an inert gas (nitrogen or argon) atmosphere, 
using standard Schlenk techniques or a MBraun LabStar dry-box. When needed, solvents were dried by 
conventional methods and distilled under a dry N2 atmosphere immediately prior to use. UV-Vis 
spectroscopic investigations were done on a Cary I 00 Agilent Spectrophotometer. All other reagents used 
in the work described below are commercially available (Sigma-Aldrich, Acros) and were used without 
further purification. ESI/MS analyses were performed at University of South Carolina. 
Caution! Although we encountered no problems during our experimental procedures, transition metal 
perchlorate complexes are potentially explosive and must be handled with care. 
11.2. Synthetic Aspects 
11.2.1. Synthesis of bis(pyrazolyl)etbanamine, Hi.N-CH2-CH(pz)2 (1) and 3,5-dimetbyl-bis(pyrazolyl)-
These compounds were prepared in three steps by following a published procedure,1 according to the 
scheme shown below. 
22 ....-0JNH, ethanol £2 .  / renux, .. hra 0 0 0 N "()
Y' 
(A) 
22 
pyruole 2:2 pToOH, Nz 200.220 •c 
4hro 0 ��o 
0 N 
(B) 
NH2NH2·H20 
toluene 
reflux 24 hra 
TO H,N N 
N 0 
(1) 
II.2.2. Synthesis of �Cu4(µ4-0)(0Ac)4. 
A I 00 mL flask was charged with a stirring bar, 4-tert-butyl-2,6-difonnylphenol (0.052 g, 0.252 mmol) 
and MeOH (25 mL). To the resulting solution, HiN-CH2-CH(pz)2 (1) (0.089 g, 0.502 mmol) was added as 
a solid and stirred until complete dissolution. Then, molecular sieves (about 1 .00 g) were added, and the 
resulting mixture was heated at reflux for two hours. After heating, the mixture was filtered onto a frit (to 
remove the molecular sieves) and the resulting ligand was collected as a filtrate in a I 00 mL round bottom 
flask. To this solution of the ligand, KOH (420 µL of a 0.6 M methanolic solution, I equivalent) and 
Cu(OAc)2 · H20 (0.099 g, 0.496 mmol) were added, and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 30 
minutes. After removing the methanol under reduced pressure, the resulting mixture was dissolved in 
dichloromethane, to filter out the formed potassium acetate. Then, removal of the volatiles yielded the 
complex as a green solid (0.140 g, 7 1 .2 %). 
Il.2.3. Synthesis of (LCu2(0H)](CJ04)2. 
ln  a I 00 mL round bottom flask fitted with stir bar, 4-tert-butyl-2,6-diformylphenol (0.052 g, 0.252 
mmol) and 25 mL of MeOH were added. This was allowed to stir until the solution became clear. To this 
resulting solution, HiN-CH2-CH(pz)2 (1) (0.086 g, 0.485 mmol) was added as a solid and stirred until 
complete dissolution. After adding molecular sieves (about 1 .00 g), the resulting mixture was heated at 
reflux for 2 hours. Then, the heated mixture was filtered onto a frit (to remove the molecular sieves) and 
the resulting ligand was collected as a filtrate in a I 00 mL round bottom flask. To the ligand solution, KOH 
(420 µL of a 0.6 M methanolic solution, I equivalent) and Cu(CI04)2 · 6H20 (0.180 g, 0.486 mmol) were 
added, and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 30 minutes. After stirring, the formed insoluble 
KCI04 was removed by gravity filtration, and the final product was isolated as a green solid after removing 
the solvent under vacuum (0. 1 1 0  g, 52.4 %). 
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11.2.4. Synthesis of [LCu2(0H) )(BF 4)2. 
The [LCu2(0H)](Bf 4)2 complex was prepared as described above for [LCu2(0H)](ClQ4)2, using 
Cu(Bf 4)2 · 6H20 (0.167 g, 0.483 mmol) instead of Cu(CIQ4)2 · 6H20. The complex was isolated as a green 
solid with 83.3 % yield (0. I 70 g). 
11.2.5. Synthesis of [LCu2(0H)](N03)2. 
The [LCu2(0H)](NQ3)2 complex was prepared as described above for [LCu2(0H)](ClQ4)2, using 
Cu(NQ3)2 · 2.5H20 (0. 1 13 g, 0.486 mmol) instead of Cu(CIQ4)2 · 6H20. The complex was isolated as a 
green powder by removal of the solvent (0.153 g, 79.7 %). 
11.2.6. Synthesis of [LCu1(0H))Ch. 
The [LCu2(0H)]Cb complex was prepared as described above for [LCu2(0H)](CIQ4)2, using CuCb · 
2H20 (0.085 g, 0.499 rnmol) instead of Cu(CIQ4)2· 6H20. The removal of the volatiles under reduced 
pressure formed the complex as a brownish solid (0.156 g, 83.8 %). 
II.2.7. Synthesis of [L*Cu2(0H)l(CI04)2. 
A I 00 mL flask was charged with a stirring bar, 4-tert-butyl-2,6-diformylphenol (0.052 g, 0.252 mmol) 
and MeOH (25 mL). To the resulting solution, HiN-CH2-CH[pz(Me)2h (2) (0. 1 1 3  g, 0.484 mmol) was 
added as a solid and stirred until complete dissolution. Then, molecular sieves (about 1 .00 g) were added, 
and the resulting mixture was heated at reflux for nvo hours. After heating, the mixture was filtered onto a 
frit (to remove the molecular sieves) and the resulting ligand was collected as a filtrate in a l 00 mL round 
bottom flask. To this solution of the ligand, KOH ( 420 µL of a 0.6 M methanolic solution, l equivalent) 
and Cu(CIQ4)2 · 6H20 (0.180 g, 0.486 mmol) were added, and the resulting solution was allowed to stir for 
30 minutes. After stirring, the solution was filtered to remove the insoluble potassium perchlorate. Then, 
removal of the solvent under vacuum yielded the complex as a green solid (0.214  g, 90.0 %). 
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U.2.8. Synthesis of [L*Cu2(0H)l(OAc)2. 
The [L*Cu2(0H)](OAc)2 complex was prepared as described above for [L*Cu2(0H)] (CIQ4)2, using 
Cu(OAc)2 · 2H20 (0.097 g, 0.486 mmol) instead of Cu(CI04)2· 6H20. The complex was isolated as a green 
powder by removal of the solvent under reduced pressure (0.106 g, 56.0 %). 
Il.3. Crystallographic Studies 
Single crystals were grown by slow diffusion of hexanes into THF or methanol solutions of the 
complexes. The structure of L2CU4(0)(0Ac)4 was solved with SHELXT.2 Subsequent difference Fourier 
calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F1 were performed with SHELXL-20 1 72 using 
OLEX2.3 The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic absences in the 
intensity data was consistent with the space group P2i/c, which was confirmed by structure solution. The 
asymmetric unit consists of one Cu4(Q)(C2sH31N100)2(CH3COQ)4 complex, one THF molecule and several 
disordered water molecules. One pyrazolyl ring (N 1 9/N20/C5 t -C53) is disordered over two orientations 
with occupancies AIB = 0.57(1 )/0.43(1).  Nitrogen N20(A/B) is common to both components. The ring 
geometry of each component was restrained to be similar to that of the ordered pyrazolyl ring 
N 1 7  IN I 8/C48-C50 with a SHELX SAME instruction. Nearly overlapped atoms were given equal 
anisotropic displacement parameters. The THF molecule is disordered over two closely separated positions 
with a major component occupancy of 0.65(2). THF C-0 distances were restrained to 1 .44(1 )  A and C-C 
distances to 1 .49( 1 )  A. The total THF occupancy was constrained to sum to one. Five isolated electron 
peaks on the periphery of the copper complex were modeled as variably occupied oxygen atoms of water 
molecules. Refined occupancies ranged from 0. 1 3  - 1 .0. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with 
anisotropic displacement parameters except for disordered solvent species (isotropic). Hydrogen atoms 
bonded to carbon were placed in geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C­
H) = 0.95 A and Uiso(H) = I .2Ueq(C) for aromatic hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.99 A and Uiso(H) = 
J .2 Ueq(C) for methylene hydrogen atoms, and d(C-H) = 0.98 A and Uiso(H) = 1 .5Ueq(C) for methyl 
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hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the orientation of maximum 
observed electron density. Reliable hydrogen atom positions could not be located and were not calculated 
for the interstitial water molecules. The largest residual electron density maxima (highest peak 1 .39 e-/A3) 
are each ca. 2.5-2.6 A from an open copper coordination site. These likely represent minor disorder 
components corresponding to an alternative arrangement of the C2sH31N100· ligands and acetate anions 
surrounding the Cll40 core, implying a minor 'whole-molecule' disorder component. This disorder could 
not be reasonably modeled because of its small relative population fraction. 
In the case of the remaining complexes, the X-ray data were collected at 100 K on a Bruker SMART 
APEXII CCD diffractomer equipped with Cu-Ka radiation. Intensities were collected using phi and omega 
scans and were corrected for Lorentz polarizatrion and absorption effects. The X-SEED software platform,4 
equipped with SHELXS and SHELXL modules on a PC computer,5 was used for all structure solution and 
refinement calculations and molecular graphics. The structure was solved by direct methods, and refined 
by anisotropic full-matrix least-squares for all non-hydrogen atoms. All hydrogen atoms were placed in 
calculated positions and refined using a riding model with fixed thermal parameters. The graphics were 
made using the XSEED software platform.4 
11.4. Catecbolase activity studies 
Catechol oxidase activity was investigated by the reaction of the L2Cu4(�-0)(0Ac)4 complex with 3,5-
di-tert-butylcatechol (DTBC) and 4-tert-butylcatechol (TBC) at 25° C in dioxygen saturated acetonitrile by 
time-dependent UV-Vis spectroscopy. The characteristic absorption of the formed 3,5-di-tert-butylquinone 
(DTBQ) and 4-tert-butylquinone (TBQ) at 381  nm (t; = 1 800 M-1 · crn-1) was measured as a function of 
time. The kinetic parameters were determined as follows: catechol ( 1 .25, 2.5, 3.75, 5, 7.5, I 0, 12.5, 15 ,  25. 
37.5, 50, 62.5, 75 and I 00 equivalents) dissolved in acetonitrile was added to a sample ( l  .00 mL) of a 3.0 
x 10-4 M solution of complex in acetonitrile in a I cm path-length cell. The final sample volume was kept 
constant at 3.00 mL and, accordingly, the final concentration of the metal complex was 5 . 1  x I 0-5 M. During 
the first 1 5 0  seconds of the reaction, the development of the absorption band at 381  nm was monitored 
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every 3 seconds. The average initial rates over three independent measurements were used in data treatment. 
To investigate the rate dependence on complex concentration, a similar experiment was performed by 
keeping the final amount of catechol constant ( 4.2 x I 0-3 M for DTBC and 3.5 x l 0-3 M for TBC) and adding 
increasing amounts (0.00 I ,  0.00 1 5, 0.002, 0.0025, 0.003, 0.0035, 0.004, 0.0045, 0.005, 0.0055, and 0.006 
equivalents) of catalyst. The detection of hydrogen peroxide and the influence of DTBQ over the oxidation 
process were perfonned as described in the literature.6 
11.5. Phenoxazinone synthase activity studies 
Phenoxazinone synthase activity was studied by the reaction of the L2CU4(µ.t-O)(OAc)4 complex with 
2-aminophenol (OAP) at 25° C in dioxygen saturated acetonitrile using time-dependent UV-Vis 
spectroscopy. The formation of the corresponding 2-amino-3H-phenoxazinone-3-one (APX) was 
monitored by observing the band developed at 391 nm, which was measured as a function of time. The 
kinetic parameters of 2-aminophenol (OAP) were determined as follows: l )  a fixed concentration of the 
complex (5.0 x 1 0·5 M) at 3 mL solution in cuvette was mixed with varying amounts (up to l 00 equivalents) 
of OAP dissolved in acetonitrile. 2) Varying amounts of the complex (up to 0.006 equivalents) were added 
to a constant concentration (4.24 x 1 0·3 M) of OAP in acetonitrile. 
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III. Results and Discussion 
111.1. Ligand Design and Metal Complexes Syntheses 
The reason we chose a phenol group as the "main" body of our ligand is that the deprotonated OH group 
can act as a bridge between two metallic centers. t-4 The bis(pyrazolyl)mcthanc group (-C(pz)2, pz -
pyrazolyl ring) is known for its coordination abilities. 5•6 Our attempts to prepare and isolate the pure ligand 
(according to Scheme I ll . l )  from the condensation reaction of one equivalent of 4-tert-butyl-2,6-
diformylphenol with two equivalents of 2,2'-bis(pyrazolyl)ethanamine or 2,2'-bis(3,5-dimethyl-
pyrazolyl)ethanamine were unsuccessful; the yellow powders that were separated from the reaction 
mixtures displayed complicated 1H-NMR spectra, showing signals corresponding to the starting materials, 
final product, as well as peaks that could be attributed to various reaction intermediates. Changes in the 
reaction conditions (different solvents, reaction times and/or temperatures, or removing the water with a 
Dean-Stark apparatus) also failed to yield a pure compound. 
Scheme ID.I. Attempted synthesis of the ligand. 
Ultimately, the complexes were prepared in good yields by the condensation reaction of th� starting 
materials in the presence of two equivalents of copper(II) salts and one equivalent of potassium hydroxide. 
On the basis of analytical and spectroscopic data (vide infra), two types of complexes were identified. The 
complex having the acetate group as a counter-ion has the formula L2Cl4(J.14-0)(0Ac)4 (L = Bu'-
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The remaining complexes have the formula LCu2(0H)(X)i, where X= CJ04, Bf 4, N03 and Cl. Two more 
complexes, having two methyl groups attached to the pyrazolyl rings, were prepared and found to have a 
similar formula, L*Cu2(0H)(OAc)2 and L*Cu2(0H)(CI04)2 (L* = Bu1-�H2(0)[CH=N-CH2-CH(3,5-
Me2pz)2]i). 
Equation I shows the case of LiCU4(14-0)(0Ac)4. The identity of the compound remains the same, 
regardless of the ratios between the starting materials: changing the reaction stoichiometry afforded the 
same product, albeit with different yields. The same complex was obtained when the reaction was 
performed under anaerobic conditions, a strong indication that the source of the oxido ion is a water 
molecule. 
2 Bu1-Ph(OH)(CH0)2 + 4 HiN-CH2-CH(pz)2 + 4 Cu(OAc)2·H20 + 2 KOH -+ {Bu1-Ph[CH=N-CH2-
CH(pz)2]i(O)}iCu4(0)(0Ac)4 + 2 KOAc + 2 HOAc + 9 HiO (eq. I )  
The remaining complexes were prepared as shown in equation 2 for LCu2(0H)(CI04)2 complex. 
Bu1-Ph(OH)(CH0)2 + 2 H1N-CH2-CH(pz)2 + 2 Cu(CI04)2·6H20 + KOH -+ Bu'-Ph[CH=N-CH2-
CH(pz)2]2(0)Cu2(0H)(CI04)2 + KCJ04 + HCI04 + 8 H20 (eq. 2) 
All compounds were isolated as green powders, soluble in alcohols, dichloromethane, acetone and 
acetonitrile, and insoluble in ethers and hexanes. 
ID.2. Metal Complexes Characterization 
ID.2.1. UV-Vis Spectroscopy 
The electronic spectra of L2CU4(14-0)(0Ac)4 complex were recorded in methanolic as well as 
acetonitrile solution at room temperature. The electronic spectrum of LiCu4().l4-0)(0Ac)4 complex is 
somewhat solvent-contingent. In acetonitrile, the complex shows strong absorptions at 2 1 1  nm (E = 63.9 x 
103 M·1cm·1) and 255 (E = 37.4 x 103 M·1cm·1) nm, which are assigned to intra-ligand n - 1t* and 1t - 1t* 
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transitions. The less intense band at 386 nm (e = 6.9 x I 03 M-1cm-1) is attributed to a ligand-to-metal charge 
transfer (LMCT) transition, while the weak Cu(II) ligand field d - d  transition band appears at 659 nm (e = 
132.4 M-1cm-1). In methanol, the intra-ligand transition appears at 261 nm (e = 64.3 x 103 M-1cm-1), the 
LMCT transitions at 382 (e = 5.7 x I 03 M-1cm-1) nm, while the d - d transition appears at 637 nm (e = 135.0 
M-1cm-1). While the d - d transition values are in agreement with a square-pyramidal coordination of the 
copper centers in solution,1-9 as observed in its crystal structure (vide infra), the difference of22 nm in Amax 
in the visible region (see the inset in Fig. Ul. l .) indicates that in solution the solvent molecules perturb the 
geometry around the copper centers, either through coordination or other interactions with the ligands 
present in the complex. 
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Figure ill.I. The VY-Vis spectra of the L2Cu4(µ.i-O)(OAc)4 complex in acetonitrile (solid line) and 
methanol (dashed line); the inset highlights the d - d transitions. 
The UV-Vis spectra of other complexes are pictured in Figures IIl.2- 111.7. The absorbance spectra of 
all these complexes were recorded in methanolic solution. The absorption bands in the range of 648-685 
nm correspond to d-d transition (see the insets), which are indicative of square-pyramidal geometry around 
the copper centers. Besides the less intense bands positioned between 364-393 nm that are due to the 
combination of both phenoxido-Cu(Il) and hydroxido-Cu(Il) LMCT bands, strong transitions appearing 
below 262 nm correspond to intra-ligand n -n* and n - n* transitions. These indicate the similarity between 
the complexes in their structures in solution. The UV-Vis data of all complexes are tabulated in Table.Ill .  I .  
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Figure ill.2. UV-Vis spectrum of LCu2(0H)(CIQ4)2. The inset highlights the d-d transition. 
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Figure ill.3. UV-Vis spectrum of LCu2(0H)(Bf4)2. The inset highlights the d-d transition. 
Figure ill.4. UV-Vis spectrum of LCu2(0H)(NQ3)2. The inset highlights the d-d transition. 
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Figure ill.7. UV-Vis spectrum of L*Cu2(0H)(CI04)2. The inset highlights the d-d transition. 
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Table Ill.I. UV-Vis data of the copper complexes. Unless otherwise noted, the spectra were recorded 
in methanol. 
Complex Absorption; Amax I nm (e I M·1cm-1) Assignment 
MeOH MeCN 
261 (64.3 x 1 03) 2 1 1  (63.9 x 1 0
3) n - 7t* 
LiCu4(�-0)(0Ac )4 255 (37.4 x 103) 7t - n* 
382 (5.7 x I 03) 386 (6.9 x 1 03) LMCT 
637 ( 1 35.0) 659 ( 1 32.4) d-d 
LCu2(0H)(CI04)2 375 (5,016) LMCT 659 (105) d-d 
262 (38,718) 7t - 1t* 
LCu2(0H)(Bf 4)2 364 (4,445) LMCT 385 (4,058) 
648 (96) d-d 
262 (41,379) 7t - 7t* 
LCu2(0H){NQ3)2 365 (5,732) LMCT 385 (5 158) 
653 ( 1 1 8) d-d 
208 (81 , 1 1 8) n - 7t* 
246 (39160) 7t - 7t* 
LCu2(0H)Ch 393 (5,482) LMCT 408 (5,440) 
685 ( 1 72) d-d 
255 (61 ,845) 1t - 1t* 
L *Cu2(0H)(Cl04)2 360 (6,759) LMCT 
653 (125) d-d 
253 (63,2 16) 7t - 1t* 
L *Cu2(0H)(OAc)2 361 (6,6 1 5) LMCT 
655 (125) d-d 
ill.2.2. Solid State Characterization 
l n  order to definitely determine the structures of our prepared compounds, we used X-ray 
crystallography to identify the structural characteristics of our complexes. Single crystals were grown using 
layering or vapor diffusion methods. 
The crystal structure of L2Cu4(�-0){0Ac)4 is shown in Fig. IIl.8. Crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction 
experiments were grown from a THF/hexanes solvent system. Crystal data and structure refinement details 
are collected in Table A I and selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table A2, see the Appendices 
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section. The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system, space group P21/c. The asymmetric unit 
consists of one copper(ll) complex, one THF molecule and several disordered water molecules. To our 
surprise, instead of the expected structure (one ligand coordinated to two copper(JI) centers via its all donor 
atoms), we bave found that this complex is formed by the coordination of one ligand to two copper(JI) 
centers through its phenolate oxygen atom and further bonded by the imine nitrogen atoms. Two such 
building blocks are bridged by a j.!4-oxido ion and four acetate ions. thus forming a complex with the formula 
of L2Cu4(f.!4-0)(0Ac)4, pictured in Fig. rn.8. The unexpected feature of this structure is the fact that none 
of the four bis(pyrazolyl)methane donor groups is involved in the coordination of the ligand to the copper 
ions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of a structurally characterized metal complex 
having a bis(pyrazolyl)methane donor set not coordinated to a metallic center. 
Figure ID.8. The molecular structure of L2Cu4(j.L1-0)(0Ac)4; hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity 
purposes; color code: carbon - green, oxygen - red, nitrogen - blue, copper - purple. 
This compound is best described as an "inverse coordination complex", where the donor and acceptor 
sites switch their spatial position found in "regular coordination complexes", to give a compound where a 
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non-metal species becomes the central ion and is surrounded by several metallic centers, coordinated (or 
not) by other additional ligands. 1° Fig. 111 .9 shows a view of the inorganic Cu4011N4 core of this inverse 
coordination complex, highlighting this structural feature, as well as a schematic representation of the 
coordination mode of the ligands to the Cu2+ ions. For clarity, the bis(pyrazolyl)methane groups are 
represented by four light blue spheres. 
a 
b 
Figure ID.9. a) The inorganic Cu4011N4 core of the complex; b) schematic representation of the 
tetranuclear copper(II) complex. 
The geometry around all four copper atoms can be described as a distorted square pyramid. In the case 
of five-coordinated complexes, which can have either a trigonal bipyramidal or a square pyramidal 
geometry, the degree of distortion from the ideal geometry is described by the angular parameter •s. 1 1  This 
parameter is calculated by dividing the difference between the two largest angles by 60; a trigonal 
bipyramidal structure would produce a value of I ,  while a square pyramidal structure would produce a 
value of 0. For this complex, the T parameters have the following values: -r,;(Cu I )= 0.05 1 ,  Ts(Cu2) = 0. 169, 
•5(Cu3) = 0. 1 09, and T,;(Cu4) = 0.028. As it can be seen in Fig. 111.9, the square plane of Cu I is defined by 
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the N I ,  02, 0 I ,  and 0 I 0 atoms, with the 04 atom occupying the apical position. In the case of Cu2, the 
square plane is defined by N6, 02, 0 I ,  and 06 atoms, while the fifth position is taken by the 08 atom. The 
basal plane around Cu3 is formed by the N 16, 03, 0 I ,  and 05 atoms, while the apical position is occupied 
by the 07 atom. Finally, the N 1 1 , 03, 0 1 ,  and 09 atoms are coordinated to Cu4 forming the base of the 
pyramid, with the 0 I I atom in the apical position. 
The structural characteristics of the dinuclear LCu2 building blocks are similar: the Cu· . .  Cu distances 
are practically equal (3.000 A for Cu I · ·  ·Cu2, and 3 .015 A for Cu3 · · ·Cu4), as are the Cu-Ophenoxo-Cu angles 
(98.1 1 °  for Cu 1 -02-Cu2 and 98.68° for Cu3-03-Cu4). The same can be said about the Cu-N bond lengths, 
with distances averaging 1 .988 A for the Cu I /Cu2 building block and 1 .989 A for the Cu3/Cu4 unit. 
The bridging acetate ions bond to the copper centers in an anisobidentate mode: each acetate is involved 
in a shorter and a longer Cu-0 bond, with the average bond lengths of 1 .964 A and 2.361 A, respectively, 
the longer bond being always the apical one. Each copper(II) ion is coordinated by two acetate moieties 
originating from the two opposite copper centers of the other "half' of the molecule. The µ.i-oxido ion is 
positioned in the center of a distorted Cll4 tetrahedron. The average Cu-01 bond length is 1 .929 A, and the 
average Cu-01-Cu angle is 1 09.45°, with the smallest and highest angle being 1 0 1 .98° and 1 1 7.78°, 
respectively. 
The partially refined crystal structure of LCu2(0H)(CI04)2 is shown in Fig. I l l .  IO; some selected bond 
lengths and angles given in Table A3, in the Appendices section. The crystal structure reveals that this 
complex is different than the previous one. The asymmetric unit consists of one copper(l l)  complex, one 
acetone molecule and two perchlorate ions. In this molecule, each copper is penta-coordinated, and bound 
to one oxygen atom from phenolate bridge and three nitrogen atoms from one imine group and two from 
each of the pyrazulyl rings of the bis(pyrazolyl)methane ligands with the nitrogen atoms (N23 for Cul and 
N 14  for Cu2) forming an elongated bond to each of the copper ions. The remaining coordination site of 
each copper ion is occupied by an oxygen from the hydroxido bridge. 
The geometry around both copper ions can be described as distorted square pyramidal, with the rs 
parameters having the values of 0 . 136 for Cu I and 0.361 for Cu2. The square plane for Cu I is defined by 
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N2, NS, 0 1 ,  and 02 atoms with the fifth coordinating position bound to N23. ln the case ofCu2, the square 
plane is defined by N4, N7, 0 I,  and 02 atoms with the fifth coordinating position occupied by N 14. The 
copper-donor distances are similar with a mean distance of 2.055 A for Cu I and 2.044 A for Cu2. The Cu I 
· · · Cu2 distance is 3 .027 A with two corresponding angles of I 00.05° for Cu I - O J  - Cu2 and I 03.32° for 
Cu I- 02 - Cu2. 
Figure ID.10. Partially resolved structure of LCu2(0H)(CIQ4)2; not yet fully refined, only general 
structural features are shown. 
The crystal structure of LCu2(0H)(Bf4)2, shown in Fig. 111.1 1 ,  is partially refined� some selected bond 
lengths and angles given in Table A3, in the Appendices section. The crystal structure reveals that it is 
similar to LCu2(0H)(Cl04):i, and there is one independent molecules per asymmetric unit. In this structure, 
each copper atom is doubly bridged by the two oxygen atoms from phenoxo and hydroxo groups. The 
remaining coordination sites of each copper atom is filled by the three nitrogen atoms (one from the imine 
group and two from the pyrazolyl rings). The coordination environment around both copper atoms is 
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described as distorted square pyramidal, with the r5 parameters having the values around 0.051 for Cu I and 
0.0 1 9  for Cu2. The basal plane of Cu I is formed by the 0 I ,  02, N8, and N 1 1  atoms, while apical position 
is occupied by the N 1 6  atom. In the case of Cu2, the square plane is defined by 0 I , 0 I , N 1 4, and N6 atoms, 
while the fifth position is taken by the N 1 3  atom. The Cu I · · · Cu2 distance is greater than 3.0 A with two 
corresponding angles of about 99° for Cu I - 02 - Cu2 and I 04° for Cu I - 0 I - Cu2. 
Figure ID.11. Partially resolved structure of LCu2(0H)(Bf 4)2; not yet fully refined, only general 
structural features are shown. 
The crystal structure of LCu2(0H)(N03)2 shown in Fig. 111. 1 2  is also partially refined; some selected 
bond lengths and angles given in Table A3, in the Appendices section. As with the previous one. only the 
general features are known. The crystal structure reveals that there is one independent molecules per 
asymmetric unit. Each copper atom is coordinated to h.vo oxygen atoms; one from an endogenous phenolate 
bridge and another from an exogenous methoxy bridge. The remaining coordination sites of each copper 
atom are filled by three nitrogen atoms (one from the imine group and two from the pyrazolyl rings). The 
geometry around both copper ions can be described as distorted square pyramidal, with the r5 parameters 
having the values of about 0.049 for Cu I and 0.053 for Cu2. The 0 I ,  02, NS, and N8 atoms are coordinated 
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to Cu I forming the base of the pyramid, with the N20 atom in the apical position. The square plane of Cu2 
is defined by the 0 I ,  02, N3, and N6 atoms, with the N9 atom occupying the apical position. The Cu I · · · 
Cu2 distance is again around 3 .0 A, with the Cu I - 0 I - Cu2 and Cu 1 - 02 - Cu2 angles of about 96° and 
I 00°, respectively. 
Figure lll.12. Partially resolved structure of LCu2(0CH3)(N03)2; not yet fully refined, only general 
structural features are shown. 
The crystal structure of L *Cu2(0H)(Cl04)i is shown in Fig. 111. 1 3 ;  some selected bond lengths and 
angles given in Table A3, in the Appendices section. The asymmetric unit consists of one copper(ll) 
complex, two acetone molecules and two perchlorate ions. In this molecule, each copper is penta­
coordinated, and bound to one oxygen atom from phenolate bridge and three nitrogen atoms from one imine 
group and two from each of the pyrazolyl rings of the bis(dimethylpyrazolyl)methane ligands. The 
remaining coordination site of each copper ion is occupied by an oxygen from the hydroxido bridge. Both 
Cu I (r5 = 0.003) and Cu2 (rs = 0.235) are situated in a distorted square pyramidal geometry. The square 
plane of Cu I is defined by 0 I ,  02, N I ,  and N3 atoms, with the fifth coordinating position bonded to NS. 
The square plane ofCu2 is defined by 0 I,  02, N2, and N9 atoms, with the fifth coordinating position bound 
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to N7. The Cul · · ·  Cu2 distance is 3.086 A and the corresponding Cu I - 02 - Cu2 bond angle is I 0 1 .77°. 
The copper-donor atoms distances are similar, with a mean value of 2.070 A for Cu I and 2.043 A for Cu2. 
Figure ID.13. Partial ly resolved structure of L *Cu2(0H)(CIQ4)2; not yet fully refined, only general 
structural features are shown. 
III.3. Bioactivity of Copper Complexes 
ID.3.l. L1Cu4(µ.i-O)(OAc)4 complex 
Prior to undertaking detailed studies of our complex, we investigated the nature of the species present 
in solution. The ESl/MS spectrum of the complex in acetonitrile displayed the main peak at 333 m/z, 
corresponding to a doubly charged di nuclear complex, [LCu2(0H)]h (see Fig. I l l .  I 4). Minor species, 
generated by other counter-ions present in the system (e.g. [LCu2(Cl))2+ (ca. 1 5  %) and [LCu2(HC00)]2' 
(ca. 20 %), at m/z = 342 and 347, respectively), were also identified. Similar results were obtained when 
the spectrum was recorded in methanol (see Fig. I l l .  I 5). The main peak was observed at 340 m/z, 
corresponding to the [LCu2(0Me)]2- adduct. In addition, another peak was observed at 333 m/z (90 %), 
consistent with the [LCu2(0H)]2 .. species, as observed in acetonitrile. Importantly, in both solvents, no 
4 1  
peaks at higher m/z values were observed. These results suggest that, in contrast to other cases where the 
tetranuclear core of similar compounds was preserved in solution, 12 in the presence of water the L1Cu4(J.14-
O)(OAc)4 complex dissociates into a dinuclear Cu(II) species, according to equation 3. 
CataJytic promiscuity is the ability of a single active site to catalyze more than one distinctly different 
chemical transformation. 13 In addition to the main catalytic reaction, an enzyme can often catalyze other 
reactions, albeit the catalytic activity is very selective. We investigated the catalytic activity of two different 
biological process: one is catechol oxidase activity (oxidation of catechol to quinone), and another 
phenoxazinone synthase activity (oxidation of arninophenol to phenoxazinone). This complex actively 
catalyzes these two chemical transformations. 
RS01�11AS(1.JOll)On 1'!9"71) 
100 333 
... 
ll..a.-4111 .... ... ... 
Figure ID.14. The ESI/MS spectrum of L2Cu4(J.14-0)(0Ac)4 in acetonitrile; the inset shows the peaks at 
333, 342, and 347 m/z, respectively. 
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Figure ill.15. The ESl/MS spectrum of L2Cu4(1-4-0)(0Ac)4 in methanol; the inset shows the peaks at 
333 and 340 m/z, respectively. 
ll/.3.1.1. Catechol Oxidase Activity: 
Since the ESI/MS spectrum of the complex in acetonitrile showed that the main species present in 
solution is [LCu2(0Ac)2(0H)], all catalytic studies were performed taking into account the dissociation of 
the L1Cu4(1-4-0)(0Ac)4 complex. The catechol oxidase properties of the L2Cu4(�14-0)(0Ac)4 complex were 
tested at 25 °C in dioxygen saturated acetonitrile against 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol (OTBC), 4-tert-
butylcatecbol (TBC), 3-nitrocatechol (NC), and pyrocatechol (PC). Initial experiments showed that 
L2Cu4(1-4-0)(0Ac)4 catalyzes the oxidation of DTBC and TBC, but fails to oxidize the latter two substrates. 
The oxidation reactions were investigated spectrophotometrically, by monitoring the increase of the 
absorbance at 381  nm (e = 1800 M·1cm-1), corresponding to the formation of the 3,5-di-tert-butylquinone 
(DTBQ) and 4-tert-butylquinone (TBQ) products (see Fig. 1 1 1 . 16 and Fig. l l l . 1 7). These initial qualitative 
experiments were performed by treating solutions of the complex ( 1 . 5  x 10--1 M) with 50 equivalents of 
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DTBC or TBC (from a 1 .5 x 1 0-2 M stock solution), and recording their absorption spectra every two 
minutes. 
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Figure ID.16. Time dependent growth of the DTBQ absorption band (A. = 38 1  nm, 50 equivalents 
DTBC; spectra recorded every 2 minutes) in the case of LCu2(0Ac)2(0H). 
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Figure ID.17. Time dependent growth of the TBQ absorption band (A. = 38 1  nm, 50 equivalents TBC; 
spectra recorded every 2 minutes) in the case of LCu2(0Ac)2(0H). 
The kinetic studies were performed under pseudo-first-order conditions, using the initial rate method. 
The initial reaction rates were determined from the slope of the trace at 381 nm during the first 1 50 seconds 
of the reaction, when a linear increase of the absorption can be observed. To investigate the dependence of 
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the initial reaction rates on catalyst concentration, to a solution of the substrate (the final concentrations 
were 4.2 x I 0-3 M for DTBC and 3.5 x I 0-3 M for TBC) varying amounts of complex (up to 0.006 
equivalents) were added from a stock solution (2.5 x 104 M in the case of DTBC and 2.0 x I 04 M in the 
case of TBC). In both cases, we have found that the reaction rate varies linearly with the concentration of 
the complex, indicative of a first-order dependence on catalyst concentration (see Fig. 1 1 1 . 1 8). 
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Figure 111.18. Effect of catalyst concentration on the initial rate of DTBC and TBC oxidation. 
To gain further insight, the variation of the initial rates with substrate concentration was also 
investigated. From a 1 .5 x I 0-2 M stock solution of DTBC or TBC various amounts of substrate (up to I 00 
equivalents) were added to a I mL sample of a 3.0 x 104 M stock solution of complex. The final volume in 
the cuvette was kept constant at 3.0 mL and, accordingly, the final concentration of the metal complex was 
I x J0-4 M. During the first 150 seconds of the reaction, the development of the absorption band at 381  nm 
was monitored every 3 seconds. The experimental results (Fig. J l l . 19) revealed a saturation behavior with 
increasing substrate concentration. 
The rate of the reaction in the case when the enzyme is saturated with the substrate is called "the 
maximum rate of reaction" and is noted with V max- The relationship between the rate of the reaction and the 
concentration of the substrate depends on the affinity of the enzyme for its substrate, called Michaelis 
constant, KM. For practical purposes, KM is the concentration of substrate at which the enzyme reaches half 
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of the V max value. An enzyme with a high KM has a low affinity for its substrate, and requires a greater 
concentration of substrate to achieve V max· Other important parameters used in enzyme kinetics are kca1 (the 
turnover number, which relates V max to the total concentration of the active site), and the ratio kca1IKM (the 
catalytic efficiency of the enzyme). In order to find these values, linearization of the data can be done by a 
double reciprocal plot, which gives 1 I V max as the y intercept, and -1 I KM as the x intercept. Metal 
complexes that mimic the catalytic activities of various enzymes are characterized by the same numbers. 14 
As our complex showed saturation behavior, a Michaelis -Menten treatment of the data set was applied 
and the Lineweaver-Burk treatment of the data (Fig. UI.20) afforded the kinetic parameters listed in Table 
111.2. 
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Figure m.19. Effect of substrate concentration on the initial rate of DTBC and TBC oxidation. 
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Figure ill.20. The reciprocal Lineweaver-Burk plot. 
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Table m.2. Kinetic parameters for the oxidation of DTBC and TBC. 
Vmu (M · s·1) KM (M) kcal (h"1) 
DTBC 7.08 x 10·1 3.78 x 1 0-4 M 24.98 
TBC 2.70 x I 0·7 1 .87 x 10·3 M 9.71 
km I KM (M"1 • h"1) 
6.61 x 1 04 
5 . 19  x 1 03 
Comparing these values with the ones presented in Table 1.2, we observe that this complex is similar to 
other model complexes prepared by others, especially in the KM values, and (to a smaller extent) in the kcat 
activity. 
To unravel the mechanism of catechol oxidation, we have performed several experiments, using DTBC 
as a substrate. Since there are reports in the literature that in some cases a full conversion of the substrate 
was not achieved, 15•16 we investigated first the ability of the LCu2(0Ac)2(0H) complex to completely 
convert DTBC to DTBQ. This was accomplished by a time-dependent UV-Vis scan of DTBC to DTBQ 
oxidation, as shown in Fig. 111.2 1 .  To a solution of the complex were added 5 equivalents of DTBC, and 
the final volume of the sample was brought to 3 mL. For a full conversion of the substrate, a theoretical 
absorbance of 0.443 was calculated. After 25 minutes, the recorded absorbance was 0.3 14, corresponding 
to a 7 1  % conversion of the substrate. Repeating the experiment with I 0 equivalents of substrate, a similar 
result was obtained (67 % conversion), suggesting that the DTBQ has an inhibiting effect on the catalytic 
reaction. 15•16 
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Figure ill.21. DTBC to DTBQ conversion time scan. 
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125 
To further investigate the influence of the fonned product DTBQ on the rate of the reaction, we have 
performed kinetic studies in the presence of incresing amounts of quinone. The results of this experiment 
are depicted in Fig. 111.22 (the line marked with • in the Figure), and show that DTBQ has indeed a strong 
inhibiting effect on the catalytic process. The addition of increasing amounts of DTBQ to a catalyst : 
catechol mixture in a I : 25 ratio (close to the saturation point, see the line marked with • in Fig. III.22), 
leads to a linear decrease of the rate of the reaction, thus confirming the hypothesis that the DTBQ inhibits 
the catalytic reaction. 
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Figure ID.22. The influence of DTBQ (•) and HiOi (•) on the initial rate of the reaction; for 
comparison, the rate of DTBC oxidation (•) is also depicted, as in Fig. 1 1 1 . 19 .  
Next, we wanted to determine the nature of the byproduct of the oxidation reaction; specifically, we 
investigated if molecular oxygen is reduced to water or hydrogen peroxide. The iodometric H202 assay 
test17 clearly showed that this process is accompanied by the formation of hydrogen peroxide as a byproduct. 
However, repeated experiments using either various catalyst-to-catechol ratios or different reaction times 
showed only the formation of about half of the expected amount of hydrogen peroxide. To further evaluate 
the effect of hydrogen peroxide on the catalytic reaction, we studied the catechol-to-quinone transformation 
in the presence of increasing amounts of H202. The plot of the reaction rates versus hydrogen peroxide 
concentration is pictured in Fig. l lI.22 (the line marked with .a. in the Figure). As it can be seen, the addition 
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of increasing amounts of H202 to the same catalyst : catechol mixture as above, leads to a linear increase 
of the rate of the reaction. This result suggests that the peroxide is involved in the catalytic process, thus 
explaining the low amount of Hi02 identified by the iodometric test. 
We have also investigated the influence of H102 on the oxidation reaction under anaerobic conditions, 
by performing a Limt:-dt:pendent UV-Vis scan of DTBC to DTBQ transformation in acetonitrile. To a 
solution of the complex were added 30 equivalents of DTBC and a slight excess of hydrogen peroxide 
solution prepared in oxygen free acetonitrile. After 6 hours, the recorded absorbance was 0.315, 
corresponding to a 39 % conversion of the substrate. However, the shape of the trace (see the dashed line 
in Fig. I l l .23) suggests that the reaction was not finished, and the oxidation process was still ongoing. 
Repeating the experiment under the same conditions, but using oxygen saturated acetonitrile as solvent, 
after 6 hours the recorded absorbance was 0.477, corresponding to a 59 % conversion of the substrate (see 
the solid line in Fig. 1 1 1 .23). Further, the shape of the trace suggests saturation, a behavior consistent with 
our previous experiments, depicted in Fig. IIl.19. 
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Figure III.23. DTBC to DTBQ conversion time scan: a) under anaerobic conditions in the presence of 
H202 (dashed line), and b) in the presence of oxygen saturated acetonitrile (solid line). 
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Taking into account these results, we propose the following mechanism for the catechol oxidation, as 
pictured in Scheme 111.2. In solution, in the presence of water, the tetranuclear complex dissociates into two 
equivalents of LCu2(0Ac)2(0H), as suggested by the ESl/MS experiment. In the first step, the catalytic 
cycle involves a stoichiometric reaction between the Cull·· ·Cull species and substrate. Upon the release of 
two protons and coordination of one DTBC molecule to the dicopper(II) complex, one equivalent of DTBQ 
is fonned, with the concomitant reduction of the copper(II) centers to copper(I). Then, the Cu1 species is 
oxidized by molecular oxygen, with the formation of hydrogen peroxide as a byproduct. 
Based on our anaerobic experiment described above, we propose that in addition to this primary catalytic 
cycle, the formed H102 becomes progressively involved in the reoxidation of the Cu1• • ·Cu1 complex to the 
dicopper(II) species, as depicted in the lower part of the catalytic cycle in Scheme 111.2. This step would 
explain the less than stoichiometric amount of H102 detected during the catalytic reaction. Finally, the 
observed inhibiting effect of DTBQ can be rationalized by the reaction of the dicopper(I) species with the 
quinone, that is the reverse of the Cu11 - DTBC - Cu11 ---+ Cu1• • ·Cu1 step depicted in Scheme IIJ.2. 
Comparing this mechanism to the general accepted one (see Scheme 1.3. - Chapter I), we can conclude 
the following: this complex follows the important steps performed by the enzyme, with one notable 
difference: the oxygen is reduced to hydrogen peroxide not water. In addition, the formed peroxide is 
involved in the catalytic cycle as an oxidant. 
Hi(>2 + 2 H' 
Scheme ID.2. Proposed mechanism for catechol oxidation by LCu2(0Ac)2(0H); all steps are 
equilibrium processes. 
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1//.3.J.2. Phenoxa=inone Synthase ActhJity: 
We have also investigated the ability of our complex to catalyze the oxidation of 2-aminophenol (OAP) 
to 2-amino-3H-phenoxazine-3-one (APX) (see Scheme lll .3).  This property was evaluated by monitoring 
the growth of the band at 391 nm, characteristic to the formed APX.18 
Catalyst 
OAP 
Scheme 10.3. Phenoxazinone synthase activity. 
For this purpose, a solution of the complex ( 1 .5 x 1 04 M) was treated with 50 equivalents of OAP from 
a 1 .52 x 10·2 M stock solution, under aerobic conditions. The course of the reaction was studied using UV-
Vis spectroscopy by following the increase of the characteristic APX absorbance at 391 nm (e = 23,300 M· 
1cm·1), see Fig. lll .24. 
>. (nm) 
Figure ID.24. Time dependent growth of the APX absorption band (A. = 391 nm, 50 equivalents OAP; 
spectra recorded every 2 minutes) in the case of LCu2(0Ac)2(0H). 
As above, the concentration of substrate was always kept higher than that of the complex to maintain 
the pseudo-first-order conditions. As such, varying amounts of complex (up to 0.006 equivalents) from a 
5 1  
stock solution of 1 .3 x I 0-4 M were added to a I mL of substrate. The concentration of OAP was kept 
constant at 4.24 x 10-3 M. In presence of variable amounts of catalyst, the initial rate increases linearly with 
the catalyst concentration, which is the indicative of first-order dependence, see Fig. 111.25. 
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Figure ID.25. Effect of catalyst concentration on the initial rate of OAP oxidation. 
To explore the initial rate dependence on substrate concentration, a fixed concentration of metal complex 
(5.0 x I o-s M) was treated with varying amounts of substrate {up to l 00 equivalents) from a 1 .52 x I 0-2 M 
stock solution. The reaction rate shows a saturation behavior at low concentration of substrate, whereas at 
higher concentration, the rate increases linearly with increasing concentration of substrate (see Fig. III.26). 
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Figure lll.26. Effect of substrate concentration on the initial rate of OAP oxidation; plot of the initial 
reaction rates (determined from the slope at 391 nm in the first 1 50 seconds) versus substrate concentration, 
showing substrate saturation behavior. 
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An interesting result was obtained when we investigated the same reaction but using 2-amino-4-tert-
butylphenol (TBOAP). To our surprise, we observed an increase of the band at 455 nm. The presence of 
the t-butyl group should interfere with the reaction, by blocking the addition of one molecule to the other. 
A solution of the complex ( 1 . 5  x I 0-1 M) was treated with 50 equivalents ofTBOAP from a l .52 x I 0-2 M 
stock solution under aerobic conditions. The course of the reaction was studied using UV-vis spectroscopy 
by following the increase in the characteristic absorbance at A. = 455 nm (see Fig. III  .27). 
To explore the initial rate dependence on catalyst concentration, varying amounts of complex (up to 
0.006 equivalents) from a 1 .0 x I 0-4 M stock solution were added to a I mL of substrate. The concentration 
of substrate was kept constant at 3.38 x I 0-3 M. In presence of variable amounts of catalyst, the initial rate 
increases linearly with the catalyst concentration, which is the indicative of first-order dependence, see Fig. 
111.28. 
To investigate the dependence of the rate on substrate concentration, a fixed concentration of complex 
(5.0 x I 0-5 M) was treated with varying amounts of substrate (up to I 00 equivalents) from a 1 .52 x I 0-2 M 
stock solution ofTBOAP. The initial rate increases linearly with the whole range ofTBOAP concentrations, 
indicative of first-order dependence on substrate concentration (see Fig. 111.29). 
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Figure 01.27. Time dependent growth of the unknown product absorption band (A. = 455 nm, 50 
equivalents TBOAP; spectra recorded every 2 minutes) in the case of LCu2{0Ac)2(0H). 
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Figure m.28. Effect of catalyst concentration on the initial rate of TBOAP oxidation. 
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Figure m.29. Effect of substrate concentration on the initial rate ofTBOAP oxidation; plot of the initial 
reaction rates (determined from the slope at 455 nm in the first 1 50 seconds) versus substrate concentration. 
m.3.2. Other Copper Complexes 
The catalytic properties of the other copper complexes were tested in dioxygen saturated acetonitrile 
solution at 25 °C against 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol (DTBC). Initial experiments showed that L-based 
complexes: LCu2(0H)(CI04)2, LCu2(0H)(Bf4)2, and LCu2(0H)(N03)2 show appreciable catalytic activity. 
In contrast to L1Cu4(µ4-0)(0Ac)4 complex, we did not observe the formation of the quinone. Instead, bands 
having maxima around 452 nm were observed (see Figures 111.30-111.32). It may result from the breaking 
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of the aromatic ring. This phenomenon is still under investigation. The course of DTBC oxidation by these 
complexes was monitored by the increase in the absorption band at 452 nm. These initial qualitative 
experiments were performed by treating solutions of the complex ( 1 . 5  x I 0-1 M) with 50 equivalents of 
DTBC (from a 1 . 5  x I 0·2 M stock solution), and recording their absorption spectra every two minutes. 
In the case of LCu2(0H)Cb complex, it does not catalyze the oxidation of DTBC to DTBQ. The 
exogenous bridging chloride ion, having a strong coordination nature, is less labile. Thus, it is not easily 
displaced by the catechol substrate, resulting in a catalytically inert complex. 
Similarly, the L *-based complexes L *Cu2(0H)(CIQ4)2 and L *Cu2(0H)(OAc)2 also fail to oxidize 
DTBC. One reason for this behavior could be the steric hindrance due to the dimethyl group on the pyrazolyl 
rings around the copper centers making difficult for DTBC molecule to bind to the copper atoms. 
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Figure l l l.30. Time dependent growth of the unknown product absorption band (!. .. = 452 nm, 50 
equivalents DTBC; spectra recorded every 2 minutes) in the case of LCu2(0H)(CIQ4)2. 
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Figure lIJ.31. Time dependent growth of the unknown product absorption band (A. = 452 nm, 50 
equivalents DTBC; spectra recorded every 2 minutes) in the case of LCu2(0H)(Bf 4)2. 
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Figure ill.32. Time dependent growth of the unknown product absorption band () .. = 452 nm, 50 
equivalents DTBC; spectra recorded every 2 minutes) in the case of LCu2(0H)(N03)2. 
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IV. Conclusions and Future Work 
The research discussed in this thesis focused on the design, synthesis, and characterization of new model 
copper(Il) complexes that mimic the catechol oxidase enzyme, which oxidizes catechols to their 
corresponding quinones, as well as phenoxazinone synthase enzyme, which catalyzes the oxidation of o­
aminophenol to their corresponding phenoxazinones. We specifically focused on designing new model 
complexes with a dicopper center that can be fine-tuned in a variety of ways, such as sterics and exogeneous 
bridging molecules. 
The ligands reported here consist of a phenol group as a main body, two imine groups attached to the 
phenolate ring and four pyrazolyl rings. The ligand assigned as L * has two methyl groups at 3 and 5 
positions on the pyrazole ring albeit other parts remain same. The complexes were prepared by the 
condensation reaction of the starting materials in the presence of copper(ll) salts having different counter­
ions. Then, the model complexes were studied and characterized by X-ray crystallography and UV-Vis and 
ESI/MS spectroscopies. 
X-ray crystallographic data showed that in solid state two types of complexes are obtained: one is a 
tetranuclear complex (L2Cll4(f.14-0)(0Ac)4) and the others are dinuclear, such as LCu2(0H)(CI04)2, 
LCu2(0H)(Bf 4)2, LCu2(0H)(N03)2 and L *Cu2(0H)(CIQ4)2 . In all complexes, the coordination geometry 
around each of the copper ions is found to be a distorted square pyramid, as shown by each copper ion's Ts 
value. The copper-copper distances of all complexes are similar, and they vary from 2.962 A to 3.086 A. 
The catalytic activity of these complexes was studied, and found that L1Cu4(f.14-0)(0Ac)4 complex has 
the ability to catalyze two different processes: catecholase activity (oxidizing catechols to their respective 
quinones) and phenoxazinone synthase activity (oxidizing o-aminophenol to phenoxazinone). The catalytic 
activity of this complex was analyzed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The kinetic studies suggest that the reaction 
is first order and shows saturation behavior as the substrate concentration is increased. The Michaelis -
Menten and the Lineweaver-Burk treatment of the data provided the kinetic parameters about the catechol­
to-quinine process, such as Vmax (7.08 x 10·1 M · s·1), KM (3.78 x 10-4 M), and kca1 (24.98 h"1) values for 
OTBC, and Vmax (2.70 x 1Q·7M · s·1), KM ( 1 .87 x I 0-3 M), and kca1 (9.71 h"1) values for TBC. 
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The rest of the copper complexes have a different catalytic behavior: while there is a clear evidence of 
chemical transformations, at this point remains unknown the nature of the oxidation product. For example, 
future work would be to figure out the structure of the product formed from the oxidation of TBOAP by 
L2Cu4()l4-0)(0Ac)4 complex. The L-based other complexes (LCu2(0H)(CIQ4)2, LCu2(0H)(BF4)2 and 
LCu2(0H)(N03)2) also oxidize DTBC, but the nature of the product of this oxidation reaction also remains 
unknown at this time. Future work should also focus on the investigation of the product formed from DTBC 
oxidation catalyzed by these above three complexes. 
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Table Al. Crystal data and structure refinement for L2Cll4(0)(0Ac)4. 
Empirical formula C6sHs1.16Cu4N2o01s.Js 
Formula weight 1685.58 
Ternperature/K 100(2) 
Crystal system monoclinic 
Space group P2 i/c 
a!A 1 3 .6080(5) 
b/A 28.3628( 1 1 )  
c/A 20.3751(8) 
a)O 90 
p;o 1 0 1 . 1 93(2) 
y/O 90 
Volume/A3 7714.4(5) 
z 4 
Pcalcg/cm3 1 .45 I 
µ/mm·1 1 .876 
F(OOO) 3499.0 
Crystal size/mm3 0.33 x 0. 1 7  x 0.08 
Radiation CuKa (A. = 1 .54 1 78) 
20 range for data collection/0 5.408 to 108. 1 42 
Index ranges - 14 � h S  14, -29 S k S 29, -21 � I S 2 1  
Reflections collected 86120 
Independent reflections 9230 (Rint = 0.0776, Rsogma = 0.0447] 
Data/restraints/parameters 9230/42/990 
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1 .086 
Final R indexes [I>=2cr (I)] R1 = 0.0624, wR2 = 0. 1596 
Final R indexes [all data] R1 = 0.0738, wR2 = 0.1 796 
Largest diff. peak/hole I e A-3 1 .38/-0.74 
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Table A2. Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (0) for L2Cll4(0)(0Ac)4. 
Atom Atom Bond Length Atom Atom Atom Bond Angle 
Cul 01 1 .930(3) 01 Cul 02 80.06( 1 5 )  
C u l  02 1 .967(4) 01 Cul N I  1 66.39( 1 7) 
C u l  04 2.333(5) 01 Cu2 02 79. 1 3 ( 1 5 )  
Cu l 010 1 .974(4) 01 Cu2 N6 1 67.09( 1 7) 
Cul N I  1 .983(5) 01 Cu3 03 79.07( 1 5 )  
Cu2 0 1 1 .930(3) 01 Cu3 N l 6  168.75(17) 
Cu2 02 2.005(4) 01 Cu4 03 79.34( 1 5 )  
Cu2 06 1 .950(4) 0 1 Cu4 N I I  1 70.29( 1 7) 
Cu2 08 2.390(4) Cu l 01 Cu3 1 1 0.89( 1 7) 
Cu2 N6 1 .993(5) Cu2 01 Cu l 102.00( 16) 
Cu3 0 1 1 .931 (3) Cu2 01 Cu3 1 1 7.78( 1 8) 
Cu3 03 1 .990(4) Cu4 01 Cu l 1 07.88( 1 7) 
Cu3 05 1 .963(4) Cu4 01 Cu2 1 1 5.28( 1 7) 
Cu3 07 2.294(5) Cu4 01 Cu3 1 02.87( 16) 
Cu3 N l 6  2.002(4) Cu l 02 Cu2 98. 1 1( 1 6) 
Cu4 0 1 1 .926(3) Cu4 03 Cu3 98.68( 16) 
Cu4 03 1 .985(4) 02 Cu l N I  91 .66( 17) 
Cu4 09 1 .970(4) N6 Cu2 02 89.97( 1 7) 
Cu4 01 1 2.426(4) 03 Cu3 N 1 6  90.47( 17) 
Cu4 N l  1 1 .974(4) N l l  Cu4 03 9 1 .45(17) 
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Table A3. Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (0) for the partially solved crystal structures described 
in this thesis. The reader is cautioned that the values are approximate; however, these values can offer an 
insight into the general structural characteristics of these compounds. 
Atoms Bond Length Atoms Bond Angle 
Cul - 02 1 .987 N2 - Cu l  - 02 16S.S6 
Cul - 02 1 .91  S NS - Cu l  - 0 1  160.43 
LCu2(0H)(ClQ4)2 Cu2 - 01 1 .972 N4 - Cu2 - 02 169.14 
Cu2 - 02 1 .941 N7 - Cu2 - 0 l  147.47 
Cul  · · ·  Cu2 3.027 N23 - Cu l  - 0 1 1 IS.83 
Cul - N l 6  2.332 N8 - Cu l - 0 1  166.S7 
Cu2 - N l 3 2.423 N I  I - Cul  - 02 163.SO 
LCu2(0H)(Bf 4)2 Cul - 02 1.991 Nl4 - Cu2 - 0I 167.6S 
Cu2 - 02 2.002 N6 - Cu2 - 02 166.46 
Cul · · ·  Cu2 3.042 N13 -Cu2 - 02 1 1 0.14 
Cu l - 01  l .98S NS - Cu l  - 02 I 7 1 .2S 
Cul - 02 1 .9 16  NS - Cul - 0 1  16S.31 
LCu2(0H)(NQ3)2 Cu2 - 0l 1 .9S3 N3 - Cu2 - 02 1 70.S4 
Cu2 - 02 1.92S N6 - Cu2 - 0 I  1 67.68 
Cul  · · ·  Cu2 2.962 NS - Cu l  - NS 94.IS 
Cul - NS 2.44S N I  - C u l  - 0 1  1 6S.60 
Cul - 02 1 .97S N3 - Cu l  - 02 1 6S.7S 
L *Cu2(0H)(CIQ4)2 Cu2-N7 2.289 N2 - Cu2 - 0 1  167.7S 
Cu2 - 02 2.003 N9 - Cu2 - 02 IS3.67 
Cul · · ·  Cu2 3.086 N2 - Cu2 - N7 82.91 
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